
 

 

Statement of Purpose/rationale  
 
 
Our Drama is called ‘ Seizures on a Sunday afternoon’. It is based around X’s story of 

the time he got Meningitis and had to be flown to Starship Hospital. 

We wanted to show how dangerous it was and how close he came to actually dying. 

We wanted to show how stressful it was for him and his family. We decided we 

would use a lot of different conventions to show how intense the pressure was but 

mostly we would do the story realistically. [1] 

 
Characters: 

Mum 

Boy 

Doctor / paramedic 

Sister 1 / Nurse 

Sister 2/ Nurse 

Paramedic 

Scene Outline Conventions and Elements 

Boy is writing in his diary about the time 
he had meningitis. 

Spoken thoughts aloud. Helps to fill in 
the back ground. 

Family at the dinner table. Boy wants to 
go and play. Mum makes all kids go out 

side. 

Flashback. Takes us back to the time 
when Boy actually gets sick. It is kind of 

like his memory. 

Kids are playing when Boy falls over and 
starts having seizures. Mum comes in. 

They call the ambulance and as the 

paramedics are taking Boy away the 

family phone the relatives. 

Chorus. Used lots. The girls call the mum 
in chorus. Then they all make phone calls 

in chorus and cannon some of the lines. 

This is supposed to make it seem like lots 

of people are being told in a hurry but the 

same things are being said to them all. 

In Hospital. Boy is really sick and doctors 
diagnose him as having Meningitis. They 

try and control his illness there, but 

realise they have to send him to Starship. 

Chorus. We use this when we say ‘his 
temperature is rising, rising’. It makes 

things more tense. (Tension) 

Machine. We kind of use this when we 

are showing Boys symptoms. All of the 

girls are a symptom and Boy says what 

he is feeling because of them. It helps us 

show what was going on for X in an 

interesting way and inform the audience 

about the symptoms. 

Boy is flown to Auckland and taken to 
hospital. 

Machine. We use all of the actors to 
make the plane so the audience can see 

that he is being flown to Starship. 

In the emergency room. Boy is really sick 
and nearly dies but is resuscitated. He 

begins to get better. 

Sound effects. XX makes a beep beep 
noise from off stage to show there is a 

machine monitoring X’s vital signs. 



 

 

 


